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Please read the manual and particularly this paragraph, before using this video game system or allowing your children to use it

A responsible adult should go through with any minors, the operator instructions of the Dreamcast before allowing play to take

place. Some people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or

light patterns in everyday life. Such people may have a seizure while watching certain television images or playing certain video

games. This may happen even if the person has no medical history of epilepsy, or has never had an epileptic seizure. Certain

conditions may induce undetected epileptic symptoms even in persons who have no history of seizures or epilepsy. If you or

anyone in your family have ever had symptoms related to epilepsy (seizures or loss of consciousness) when exposed to flashing

lights, consult your doctor prior to playing.

We advise that parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If you or your child experience any of the

following symptoms: dizziness, blurred vision, eye or muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary

movement or convulsion. IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult your doctor.
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• Sit away from the television screen, as far as the length of the Controller cable allows. We advise that you sit a minimum of

6.5 feet (about 2 meters) away from the television screen.

• Preferably, the game should be played on a small television screen.

• Avoid playing if you are bred or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing is well lit.

• Hest for at least W minutes per hour while playing any video game.

CBTTinc STnnTEn
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Dreamcast System. Do not attempt to play this GD-Rom on any other CD player • doing

so may damage the headphones and speakers.

1. Set up your Dreamcast system by following the instructions in your Dreamcast System Instruction manual. Plug in Control

pad I. For 2-4 player games, plug in pads 2-4 also.

2. Place the Dreamcast GD-ROM, label side up, in the well of the CD tray and close the lid.

3. Press the Power Button to load the game. The game starts after the Dreamcast logo screen. If nothing appears, turn the

system OFF and make sure it is set up correctly.

4. If you wish to stop a game in progress or the game ends and you want to restart, press A, B, X, Y and Start simultaneously to

return to the game title screen. Press A, B, X, Y and Start simultaneously again to return to the Dreamcast control panel.

5. If you turn on the power without inserting a GO, the Dreamcast control panel appears. If you wish to play a game, place the

Dreamcast GD-ROM in the unit and the game will automatically boot up.

Important: Your Dreamcast GD-ROM contains a security code that allows the disc to be read. Be sure to keep the disc clean and

handle it carefully. If your Dreamcast System has trouble reading the disc, remove the disc and wipe it carefully, starting from

the centre of the disc and wiping straight out towards the edge.



You are given control of a squad of Expendable units, dropped in one by one to battle for the

human settlements whichhave been overrun by the Charva.

You start close to home, on the frontline of the Charva invasion, and make your way across the

galaxy through colonies which have been in the hands of the enemy for longer and longer, until

you reach the enemy homeworld:

STRRT/r?G TRe CRHie
When the game loads, it will present you with a list of choices. In all of the menu screens you

use up or down on the controllerh change which option is selected, the fi, button selects this

option, and left or right can be used to change particular option settings. Pressing the B button

allows you to step back thi^'gh the menu levels.
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This enables the player to load a previously saved game from his VM unit »
An option to save a game file is provided after each level. One save game file is allowed

per VM unit

OPTsons
! This allows the player to setup the game controls, difficulty settings and configure their audio

options.
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There are four control variations available, the default button set-up is described below.

X Button

1 Button

B Button

ft Button

Analog Thumb Pad

Directional Button

ID-Button)

Expansion

Right Trigger

(Trigger R)

Left Trigger

Right Trigger

Button A:

Button B:

Button X:

Button Y:

Standard Analogue:

DPAD:

Start

Left Trigger

(Trigger LI

Expansion Socket 2

Strafe

Fire primary weapon

Fire Grenade

Select Weapon

Strafe

Movement

Movement

Start/Pause



Each player has his own status area.

Player I's appears to Mieft, Player 2's to the right

t
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4 display shows your Expendable unit's health as an energy bar with your soldier's face

on it 4s your health decreases It turns into a skull. The blue numbers beneath show your health

as a percentage, turning red as your energy level becomes critical.

l-IUEE
The number of Expendable units you have remaining, represented by "Expendable"X symbols

below the energy display. When they are exhausted it's the end of that game. Watch for extra

life pickups as you play.

sconE
The current score is shown in white numbers.

LUEFSPOn S/_OTS
These icons show which weapons occupy your three weapons slots, and how much
ammunition remains for each one. When the ammo count for a weapon is low it turns red.

The pulse rifle has unlimited ammo, represented by the infinity sign.



GFJEnROES
This shows how many, and what types of grenades you have.

When the number is low it turns red.

When a player throws a grenade, a green bar appears

at the bottom of his side of the screen to show how

hard he is about to throw it.

When a player damages an enemy a red bar appears at the bottom of his side of the screen to

show the energy level of the enemy he is currently attacking. The greater the strength of the

enemy, the longer the bar.

When you meet an end-of-level guardian its energy is displayed on a large yellow bar at the

bottom of the screen. jt 'r S
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In the central area, there are spices to display various items that are shared between

the players. •
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Shows the mission time remaining before bombardment from

the mothership. As the time becomes critical it goes red.

A warning sound counts down the last 9 seconds.

pnssiznnns
This shows which colours ofpasscard the players hold.

They appear solid when you are holding that passcard.

IZn'zlDHE'dS
This shows how many deactivation keys remain
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Each soldier starts the mission solely equipped with a pulse

rifle and Infinite ammo for it

You upgrade your weapons by collecting pickups scattered

around the levels, or dropped by enemies as you kill them.

You have three slots to hold the weapons. When you collect a weapon you are not already

carrying it will be stored in a vacant slot and that slot will be selected as your current weapon.

If you are already carrying the weapon, it will be upgraded to the next power level. You can

change your current weapon between those youhold using the “Weapon Select" button.

In the event of there being no free slots for a newly-collected weapon to occupy, it will replace

your currently selected weapon.

As you use a weapon it's power level drops until it is exhausted- at which point that slot reverts

back to your basic weapon, the pulse rifle.

When a pickup has been dropped by an enemy, it only remains for a short amount of time. You

have to collect it before it expires and disappears.

When an object is taking damage, it will flash and a red power bar will be displayed in the

bottom left of the screen, which decreases until the enemy is destroyed. Some enemies are

invulnerable to certain weapons, when they are hit by a weapon they are protected against you

can see the green shielding protecting them.

PLUSE EP.nnan
Standard issue weapon, with infinite ammo. It auto repeats, but you can get a faster rate of fire

when needed by rapidly pressing and releasing the "fire
" button.

When a special weapon runs out you return to this as your default weapon.
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^p^Fsn PUJ_sa£, CFinnon
A more fenced version of your basic weapon, as it is upgraded you get a wider and more

.
powerful^^d of pulses.

i=>DRTRS.'_e PFiFi'ntZIS HIZCES-EPHTCJn CPPP.J

Powerful beam weapon which cuts thmugfi'ensmy armour. Powering up increases its range

and destructive power.

I
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SHorcun
Powerful, but crude, this fires a blast which is dapdiy up close, but becomes rapidlytess

effective if the target is further away. Ther^ only one power level of this weapon.y. Ihernia on,

uuiJCZP.n. EP.n.n.an

This is a high-speed minigun, which has awesome destructive power but uses up the weapon

energy very quickly, use it in short bursts. There is only one power level of this weapon.

PHP.n.TP.tBm
Adapted from alien technology. It skips over the surface towards the best target it can

find in the direction you are pointing.
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Intelligent homing missiles that seek out the best target in the direction your

soldier is firing. They are notable for the distinctive ribbon-like trails they

leave. Upgrades give more missiles simultaneously with each shot, each of

which will attempt to lock on to the same target

mu!-riP!^E LUP.P.HEP.n naczHETts
Rockets equipped with tiny multiple warheads that divide up in mid air as they

fly to their target, producing a wall of destruction. The number and power of

rockets launched increases as they are powered up.

HEHTSeEHinC nV.SSU-EE
Missiles streak out, homing towards your target A very useful surface-to-air weapon. The firing

rate and number of missiles launched increases with power up.

J_RSEFJ—GLJ.'aea nVSSlEEE
You can direct them towards your desired target as they fly through the air by holding down the

"fire
" button. Left and right rotate on the controller steer them side to side, and forward and

backward to control pitch. Use the laser beam from their nose to help judge their flight path.

When you release the fire button you can launch another immediately. There Is only one power

level of this weapon.

M
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THRDUJER
Throws out a sheet of flame, causing a lot of damage over a short range. As it is upgraded the

range and damage caused by the flame increases.

RE£rf_R.'mea hi-seh lUEP.pan
This is alien technology, as used in the Krulgan battlesuits. Short shots release individual

energy blasts, but you can hold down fire for about a second to charge it up for a large energy

burst, firing several blasts at once. This packs quite a recoil, so the gun prevents you firing the

energy burst when you are not moving.

Certain aliens are protected against this weapon to avoid "friendly fire”. There is only one

power level of this weapon.

nvn

LUEPpan

When selected, they are dropped just behind the player as he walks

through the level when the fire button is pressed. Once armed they are

activated by proximity, of you or the enemy- they also detonate if their

internal timer expires.

5 CRRTE
These contain weapons pickups.

2



|0S are stored separately from the other weapons. There are a few

ypes ofgrenade to be found, but you can only hold one type at a

bp/By a grenade press the "launch " button and hold it down until

the'greetershows how hard you wish to throw it, then release the button.

nnPFU-m GReriRoe
Damages anything within its blast radius where it falls.

fSHFSTTER GRERRaE
On landing this showers the immediate area in shards of molten glass casing.

OE'RRm.'TE
If this hits an object in flight it will detonate straight away, otherwise it fizzes where it comes to

rest, and explodes when the fusd runs out

R.'RSTR.'RE BEPlCan
The airstrike beacon, which acfs like a grenade, triggers a hail of localised damage fra

mothership's ground offensive weapons at the point at which it lands.

i
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OFH3ITS
These circle the player, adding their own firepower to his. You can collect up

to three of these at any one time.SHIELD This protects the player for a short

amount of time, making him invulnerable to most enemy weapon and short

range attacks.

•BTim
These drugs make you impervious to pain, and acts like a short term shield.

mEIDHIT
This increases your soldier's energy level by a small amount, indicated by the condition of the

face on the left of the status area.

EHEFICEJ
This increases your soldier's health by a greater amount than the medkit

FLIEE EHEnCiJ
The full energy pickup restores your soldier's energy level to maximum.

EHTRFl l_iEE
This increases the number of Expendable units ready to join your squad,

EH'rp.R riniE
This gives you a few more seconds to complete your objective when you are up against

the clock.

l-RSEn S!EHT
Used as a targeting aid, especially useful for weapons that don't have a

straight path visible, such as the shotgun.
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These security passes are used to gain access through some of the doors

and laser barriers which the enemy has put up to slow down your progress.

The status display shows which passes you currently have. Some doors and

objects take your pass away on entry.

H£l-P
From time to time the game will offer you help with one of these pickups, Just

walk onto it to read the message or hint it contains. If you don't wish to read

the message, then avoid making contact with the icon.

Help pickups don't appear on the more difficult skill settings.

HDSTRGeS
When the aliens took over the outlying colonies, they also gained access to

many of our methods and technologies. One of these worlds contained the labs

where the Expendable project was developed, and they intend to adapt this
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technology to their own ends. In a barbaric twist they intend not to grow their own soldiers as we
have, but to directly modify the genetic code which makes us what we are to turn a fully-grown

man into a zombie soldier ready to do their bidding. As yet we don't believe they have succeeded.

When suitable hostages are taken by the enemy, they are stripped and paralyzed ready for

storage in cryogenic suspension chambers ready for transport to the research labs. If you find a

hostage in this condition before he has been placed in one of these containers, touching him

will enable him to be beamed away from the danger zone.

This gives you points and health energy in return.

Once the hostage is placed in a cryochamber, its' defence mechanism is activated and any
human contact will release a cloud of poisonous gas into the surrounding area.

On'zSOHEtzHi

You need to find keys, carried by some of the aliens, to deactivate the

cryochamber mechanisms. The number of deactivations remaining is shovi)

in a dispjay under the time at the top centre of the screen.

When you deactivate the cryochamber it's too late for its occupant. The ^
conversion process is irreversible, once it is started death cannot come too quickly fortheni

f

EHPEaaincs osbjeets
Some objects explode when they are destroyed, damaging any enemies or objects nearby.

Stand well clear of the exolosions, as they will harm

you if you are standing too close at the moment of

detonation.

7
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A second player can join in on the arcade mode at any time using his "fire" button as defined in

the control options screen. You can then play together, with both players sharing the same

screen.

Try not to get too far apart, as there is a limit how faraway from each other you can stray. If one

of you moves offscreen, your position and current rotation are indicated with an arrow to allow

you to rejoin the action.

Pickups in two-player mode go to the first player who collects them.

Passcards collected in two-player mode are available to both players.

Continue credits are shared between the two players.

!30nui
In addition to those missions that are set on the colonies under attack, there are extra bonus

missions between some of the levels.

Some of the bonus levels are lightning raids on enemy supply depots as they are discovered.

The aim on these raids is to destroy as much of the enemy equipment as possible and escape

before the defence mechanisms are activated. You cannot keep any weapons you find through

to the next level, so use them to damage as much equipment as you can. The exit is normally

protected by a forcefield, for which you will need to find a passcard to gain access.

You are playing for points and extra lives.

If either player dies, or both players fail to reach the exit in time, the bonus level is over.
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When the CHABVA attack, they knock out the communications

systems first, so relatively little is known about them.

M/e know they are a little taller than the average human male, with a tough leathery

outer sklr). They breathe oxygen, though they can survive for short periods in other

gases which would be fatal to us. They are intelligent, and have mastered space

travel at speeds far in excess of ours, but their eyesight is poor and they have

ineffective peripheral vision. They seem to function better in planetary

environments with lower gravity than ours.

They have developed battlesuits, known by the Earth soldiers as KRULGAN HULKS.

These are large protective metal exoskeletons, with sensors to copy the movements of the

Charva inside and magnify them tenfold. They overcome some of the problems of coping with

higher gravity worlds, but they are heavy and slow-moving due to the response times of their

biofeedback circuitry.

T'

Wa have had reports of other lifeforms seen with them on the outer colonies, among them huge

brutish creatures with great physical strength, and vicious four-legged animals. It is believed

that they are other races conquered by the Charva on past campaigns and now used as a

trained force to fight alongside them in battle.

Like every civilisation they have their vermin which stow away in their supplies as tiny eggs, the

size of a coffee bean. SCORPIOS can survive years suspended like this until conditions are right,

then over die space of a few hours the egg grows and the bug is released. They spit an evil-

smelling toxic secretion from their mouth.

73^
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/'Iwtei fcfSicpit in this game, as it enables you to lay down fire against an enemy,

and dodge out of p6 the incoming shots.

Become faimfarwith ehch weapon's strengths and weaknesses so that you can choose how

best to attack an adversary _

Take care to thoroughly explore the combat zone for hidden pickups and secret areas.

There are many hidden throughout the game.

Practice throwing grenades accurately to make your shots count.

Be careful not to lose a weapon accidentally, if you are about to collect a fourth weapon pickup,

select your least-preferred weapon before you do, this will then be the one which is replaced.

Some weapons are best for certain tasks, for example you need to use laser targetted missiles

to destroy certain hard-to-get-at objects. And other weapons can be used in several ways, such

as throwing dynamite to clear a minefield.

If you are having trouble completing a level when you are saving games and reloading thenito

continue, try feplafingthe earlier levels again to give yourself a better saved game position to

start from.
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Duncan Hall

Roger Bacon

Phil Nixon

Peter Johnson
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Gordon Hall
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Jody Craddock
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Scott Johnson
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HYPERUNKwailteMpline&nfogrames. co.,

helpi'meSiw^fSmes.co.uk

http://www. Ir^jjpames.co. uk/

http://www.inf{^^es.c[
~ Opening Hours: h

FOR HINTS AND TIPS

JO ENTER OUR GREAT P^ZE COMPETITION

00 Momtayto Friday "

4 74 74 77
Calls cost 60p per minute at all times.

Pleasensk bill payers permission before calling.

Monthly competition closes last day of each month

Likely duration of competition is 2 minutes.

One prize to be won each month - prizes vary depending on promotion.

Winners will be notified in writing
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) Rage Games Limited 1999. All rights reserved. © Infogrames Multimedia. All rights reserved.

Copying or transmission of this game is strictly prohibited. Unauthorised rental or public

performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws.

Jegliche Vervielfaltigung oder Ubertragung dieses Spiels ist streng verboten. Unautorisierter Verlelh

Oder offentliche VorfCihrung dieses Spiels stellen einen VerstoS gegen geltendes Recht dar.

Copier ou diffuser ce jeu est strictement interdit. Toute location ou representation publique
de ce jeu constitue une violation de la loi.

La copia o transmisibn de este juego esta terminantemente prohibida. El alquiler o utilizacibn

pCiblica de este juego es delito y esta penado por la ley.

La duplicazione o la trasmissione di questo gioco sono severamente proibite. II noleggio non
autorizzato o dimostrazioni in pubblico di questo gioco costituiscono una violazione alle leggi vigenti.

Kopiering eller overfbring av detta spel ar strangt forbjudet. Otillliten uthyrning elter offentlig

visning av detta speT innebar lagbrott.

Het kopieren of anderszins overbrengen van dit spel is ten strengste verboden. Het onrechtmatig
verhuren of openbaar vertonen van dit spel is bij wet verboden.

This product is exempt from classification under UK Law. In accordance with The Video Standards
Council Code of Practice it is considered suitable for viewing by the age range(s) indicated.

' Product covered under one or more of the following U.S Patents:

5,460,374; 5,627,895; 5,688,173; 4,442,486; 4, 454,594; 4,462, 076; Re, 35, 839;

Canada Patent No. 1,183,276 Europe Patent Nos.0682341, 80244

European Patent Publication Nos. 0671730, 0553545, 98938918.4

Dreamcast is a registered trademark or trademark of Sega Enterprises, Ltd.


